Active Seat

The Active Seat delivers an upscale touch, with a durable polypropylene seat pan that flexes to support a comfortable foam cushion. Designed to engage your leg, back, and core muscles when sitting or leaning, it helps add more movement to your day. A low seatback profile means better posture. With its articulating pedestal and ability to raise to up to 32 ½”, you can rock or stretch throughout the day.

- Lightweight Base and Handle on Seat for Easy Movement
- Dynamic Range of Motion at Any Height
- Tilt Guard Prevents Seat from Articulating Forward More than 20°
- Air-Lift Piston and Comfortable Foam Cushion
- Supports up to 250 lb (113.4 kg)
- Tested to BIFMA X5.1 and Meets or Exceeds BIFMA’s Durability Standards for Office Furniture

Seat Height Range
23” - 32 ½” (58.5 - 83.5 cm)
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